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Ways to use the Dance Vocabulary Cards

Print each page and laminate, or store in individual plastic pockets in a large file to access in every Dance lesson.
Vocabulary and definitions
Abstract movement	Movement to represent an action – not mime
Air Pathway		A pattern made in the air by the use of body parts (e.g. arm, leg, head)
Asymmetry			A shape that has no line of reflection (mirror line), uneven in space or time
Augmentation		A dance device where movements are made larger in space or time
Beat			An underlying pulse in a piece of music (usually 3 or 4 beats in a bar)
Body Base			The body part/s on the floor (such as 2 feet, or 1 hand and 1 foot etc)
Canon			A dance device where a movement is repeated by other dancers at 					different times
Elements of Dance		Awareness of: Body, Space, Time, Energy and Relationships
Embellishment		Add detail to a move, such as a hand gesture or an arm movement
Energy			The way in which movement is performed using weight, time and flow
Floor Pathway		A direction taken across the floor (zigzag, curved, straight, diagonal)
Focus			Where a dancer is looking; concentration on the task
Gesture			An action such as a wave, a nod or a bow
Genre			A dance style (e.g. Kapa Haka, ballet, hip hop)
Improvise			Make up movement on the spot – no rehearsal
Levels			The height in space at which a dancer moves (e.g. high, medium, low)
Literal movement		Mime. The opposite to abstract movement
Locomotor Movement	A travelling movement across the floor
Mirroring			Reflecting the movements of another person as if they are a mirror 					image (facing each other)
Narrative Structure	A dance that tells a story through movement
Non-Locomotor movement	Movement performed on one spot
Orientation		The direction the dancers are facing
Pathway			Patterns created across the floor or in the air by the body or body parts
Phrase			A short section of movement
Rhythm			Movement patterns in time
Rondo			A dance structure of recurring sections (ABACAD)
Sequence			The order of the movements in a dance phrase
Shadowing			Copying the movements of another person by following behind them
Symmetry			A shape that has a line of reflection (a mirror line), even in space or time
Tempo			The speed of a piece of movement or music
Unison			All dancers performing the same movements at the same time
Weight			An effort action – firm, light, soft, strong, weak, heavy

Select the appropriate words for the focus of each dance lesson and display on the whiteboard. They can then be referred to often throughout the lesson.


Add one Dance word each week to spelling lists.

Allow students to sort through them to identify the Elements of Dance.

Allow students to sort through them at the end of the lesson and identify the dance terms used during the lesson.

Select 2 Dance words and the students create sequences that use the words in a variety of ways
	Locomotor and Shadowing – a sequence that has 2 different locomotor movements with a shadow
	Non-locomotor and Mirroring

Symmetry and Asymmetry
Beat and Weight
Focus and Body Parts

At the end of a piece of choreography encourage the students to find the dance terms they used in their compositions, then discuss how they used them.
	What kinds of locomotor movement did you use?

Where was your focus?
How did you change levels?
When did you change from a curved pathway to a straight one?


Perform the dance word
Organize the class into groups of 3-4 and give each group one card, which they keep hidden from the rest of the class.
Allow 5 minutes for the groups to compose a short sequence of movement that attempts to communicate the meaning of the word.
Each group performs its dance word and the class guesses what the word was.

Students work in pairs or small groups. The teacher holds up one Dance Vocabulary word and 2 Action Words (see Dance Teacher’s Tool Kit – Action Words) and the students create a short sequence of movement. For example:
	Pathway, plus Zigzag and Leap

Shadow, plus Dodge and Crumple
Body Base plus Crawl and Expand
Non-Locomotor, plus Grow and Lean

The Enormous Whiteboard
Select one or two words that will be the focus of the lesson.
Organize the class in a line (or 2 lines) down the left side of the dance space/hall.
The students ‘write’ the word using enormous letters on an invisible whiteboard as they move sideways across the dance space/hall. (Air Pathways)
	Use different body parts for each letter – hand, right foot, nose, left ear, shoulder, heel, hip etc.

Use 2 body parts at the same time to write the letters – one hand and opposite foot, one elbow and one knee.
	Change levels after each letter.
Spell the word backwards.
	Extension:  Create a short sequence where the students spell the word by using different body parts for each letter, changes of levels and smooth transitions between each letter.


The Dice Game
Music starts and the students move around the room in a manner chosen by the teacher or the students, but without touching anyone and by moving into spaces as they see them.
Music stops at an appropriate time (45 seconds approximately).
The teacher rolls the dice and groups of the number shown are formed as fast as possible. 
The teacher then holds up one of the Dance words and sets a task for the students in each group to create together. For example: 
	Level: A group shape on 3 different levels.
	Symmetry: A group symmetrical shape that takes up as much space as possible.

Body Base: A group shape with a body base of 5 feet, 2 hands and one knee.
Size: A group shape that shows a small shape growing into a big shape.
Orientation: An exciting shape with everyone facing a different direction.
	Focus: A shape where everyone is focussing on the same spot.
	Focus: A shape where everyone is focussing on a different person in the group.
	The shapes are acknowledged by the teacher – perhaps a mark out of 5 could be given, based on its ‘exciting factor’, then the music starts again and a new locomotor movement is used before the dice is rolled a second time. This can be repeated 1 or 2 more times. 


